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Abstract
Recent advances in GPU technology have produced a shift in focus for real-time rendering applications, whereby improvements in image quality are sought in addition to raw polygon display performance. Rendering effects such as antialiasing, motion blur and shadow casting are becoming commonplace and will likely be considered indispensable in the near future. The last complete and famous survey on shadow algorithms — by Woo et al.52 in 1990 — has to be updated in particular in view of recent improvements in graphics hardware, which make new algorithms possible. This paper covers all current methods for real-time shadow rendering, without venturing into slower, high quality techniques based on ray casting or radiosity. Shadows are useful for a variety of reasons: first, they help understand relative object placement in a 3D scene by providing visual cues. Second, they dramatically improve image realism and allow the creation of complex lighting ambiances. Depending on the application, the emphasis is placed on a guaranteed framerate, or on the visual quality of the shadows including penumbra effects or “soft shadows”. Obviously no single method can render physically correct soft shadows in real time for any dynamic scene! However our survey aims at providing an exhaustive study allowing a programmer to choose the best compromise for his/her needs. In particular we discuss the advantages, limitations, rendering quality and cost of each algorithm. Recommendations are included based on simple characteristics of the application such as static/moving lights, single or multiple light sources, static/dynamic geometry, geometric complexity, directed or omnidirectional lights, etc. Finally we indicate which methods can efficiently exploit the most recent graphics hardware facilities.
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1. Introduction
Cast shadows are crucial for the human perception of the 3D world. Probably the first thorough analysis of shadows was Leonardo Da Vinci’s48 (see Figure 1), focusing on paintings and static images. Also of note is the work of Lambert35 who described the geometry underlying cast shadows (see Figure 1), and more recently the paper from Knill et al.34.

With the emergence of computer graphics technology, researchers have developed experiments to understand the impact of shadows on our perception of a scene. Through different psychophysical experiments they established the important role of shadows in understanding:
• the position and size of the occluder49, 38, 27, 30, 31;
• the geometry of the occluder50;
• the geometry of the receiver18.

Wanger49 studied the effect of shadow quality on the perception of object relationships, basing his experiments on...
shadow sharpness. Hubona et al. discuss the general role and effectiveness of object shadows in 3D visualization. In their experiments, they put in competition shadows, viewing mode (mono/stereo), number of lights (one/two), and background type (flat plane, “stair-step” plane, room) to measure the impact of shadows.

Kersten et al. and Mamassian et al. study the relationship between object motion and the perception of relative depth. In fact, they demonstrate that simply adjusting the motion of a shadow is sufficient to induce dramatically different apparent trajectories of the shadow-casting object.

These psychophysical experiments convincingly establish that it is important to take shadows into account to produce images in computer graphics applications. Cast shadows help in our understanding of 3D environments and soft shadows take part in realism of the images.

Since the comprehensive survey of Woo et al., progress in computer graphics technology and the development of consumer-grade graphics accelerators have made real-time 3D graphics a reality. However incorporating shadows, and especially realistic soft shadows, in a real-time application, has remained a difficult task (and has generated a great research effort). This paper presents a survey of shadow generation techniques that can create soft shadows in real time. Naturally the very notion of “real-time performance” is difficult to define, suffice it to say that we are concerned with the display of 3D scenes of significant complexity (several tens of thousands of polygons) on consumer-level hardware ca. 2003. The paper is organized as follows:

We first review in Section 2 basic notions about shadows: hard and soft shadows, the importance of shadow effects showing problems encountered when working with soft shadows and classical techniques for producing hard shadows in real time. Section 3 then presents existing algorithms for producing soft shadows in real time. Section 4 offers a discussion and classifies these algorithms based on their different abilities and limitations, allowing easier algorithm selection depending on the application’s constraints.

2. Basic concepts of hard and soft shadows

2.1. What is a shadow?

Consider a light source $L$ illuminating a scene: receivers are objects of the scene that are potentially illuminated by $L$. A point $P$ of the scene is considered to be in the umbra if it can not see any part of $L$, i.e. it does not receive any light directly from the light source.

If $P$ can see a part of the light source, it is in the penumbra. The union of the umbra and the penumbra is the shadow, the region of space for which at least one point of the light source is occluded. Objects that hide a point from the light source are called occluders.

We distinguish between two types of shadows: attached shadows, occurring when the normal of the receiver is facing away from the light source; cast shadows, occurring when a shadow falls on an object whose normal is facing toward the light source.

Self-shadows are a specific case of cast shadows that occur when the shadow of an object is projected onto itself, i.e. the occluder and the receiver are the same.

Attached shadows are easy to handle. We shall see later, in Section 4, that some algorithms cannot handle self-shadows.

2.2. Importance of shadow effects

As discussed in the introduction, shadows play an important role in our understanding of 3D geometry:

- Shadows help to understand relative object position and size in a scene. For example, without a cast shadow, we are not able to determine the position of an object in space (see Figure 2(a)).
- Shadows can also help us understand the geometry of a complex receiver (see Figure 2(b)).
- Finally, shadows provide useful visual cues that help in understanding the geometry of a complex occluder (see Figure 3).

2.3. Hard shadows vs. soft shadows

The common-sense notion of shadow is a binary status, i.e. a point is either “in shadow” or not. This corresponds to hard shadows, as produced by point light sources: indeed, a point light source is either visible or occluded from any receiving point. However, point light sources do not exist in practice and hard shadows give a rather unrealistic feeling to images (see Figure 4(c)). Note that even the sun, probably the most common shadow-creating light source in our daily life, has a significant angular extent and does not create hard shadows. Still, point light sources are easy to model in computer
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(a) Shadows provide information about the relative positions of objects. On the left-hand image, we cannot determine the position of the robot, whereas on the other three images we understand that it is more and more distant from the ground.

(b) Shadows provide information about the geometry of the receiver. Left: not enough cues about the ground. Right: shadow reveals ground geometry.

Figure 2: Shadows play an important role in our understanding of 3D geometry.

(a) Shadows provide information about the geometry of the occluder. Here we see that the robot holds nothing in his left hand on Figure 3(a), a ring on Figure 3(b) and a teapot on Figure 3(c).

Figure 3: Shadows provide information about the geometry of the occluder. Here we see that the robot holds nothing in his left hand on Figure 3(a), a ring on Figure 3(b) and a teapot on Figure 3(c).

In computer graphics we can approximate small or distant light source as point sources only when the distance from the light to the occluder is much larger than the distance from the occluder to the receiver, and the resolution of the final image does not allow proper rendering of the penumbra. In all other cases great benefits can be expected from properly representing soft shadows.
2.4. Important issues in computing soft shadows

2.4.1. Composition of multiple shadows

While the creation of a shadow is easily described for a (light source, occluder, receiver) triple, care must be taken to allow for more complex situations.

Shadows from several light sources Shadows produced by multiple light sources are relatively easy to obtain if we know how to deal with a single source (see Figure 5). Due to the linear nature of light transfer we simply sum the contribution of each light (for each wavelength or color band).

Shadows from several objects For point light sources, shadows due to different occluders can be easily combined since the shadow area (where the light source is invisible) is the union of all individual shadows.

With an area light source, combining the shadows of several occluders is more complicated. Recall that the lighting contribution of the light source on the receiver involves a partial visibility function: a major issue is that no simple combination of the partial visibility functions of distinct occluders can yield the partial visibility function of the set of occluders considered together. For instance there may be points in the scene where the light source is not occluded by any object taken separately, but is totally occluded by the set of objects taken together. The correlation between the partial visibility functions of different occluders cannot be predicted easily, but can sometimes be approximated or bounded\cite{15,5}.

As a consequence, the shadow of the union of the objects can be larger than the union of the shadows of the objects (see Figure 6). This effect is quite real, but is not very visible on typical scenes, especially if the objects casting shadows are animated.

2.4.2. Physically exact or fake shadows

Shadows from an extended light source Soft shadows come from spatially extended light sources. To model properly the shadow cast by such light sources, we must take into account all the parts of the occluder that block light coming from the light source. This requires identifying all parts of the object casting shadow that are visible from at least one point of the extended light source, which is algorithmically much more complicated than identifying parts of the occluder that are visible from a single point.

Because this visibility information is much more difficult...
to compute with extended light sources than with point light sources, most real-time soft shadow algorithms compute visibility information from just one point (usually the center of the light source) and then simulate the behavior of the extended light source using this visibility information (computed for a point).

This method produces shadows that are not physically exact, of course, but can be close enough to real shadows for most practical applications. The difference between the approximation and the real shadow is harder to notice if the objects and their shadow are animated — a common occurrence in real-time algorithms.

The difference becomes more noticeable if the difference between the actual extended light source and the point used for the approximation is large, as seen from the object casting shadow. A common example is for a large light source, close enough from the object casting shadow that points of the light source are actually seeing different sides of the object (see Figure 7). In that case, the physically exact shadow is very different from the approximated version.

While large light sources are not frequent in real-time algorithms, the same problem also occurs if the object casting shadow is extended along the axis of the light source, e.g. a character with elongated arms whose right arm is pointing toward light source, and whose left arm is close to the receiver.

In such a configuration, if we want to compute a better looking shadow, we can either:

- Use the complete extension of the light source for visibility computations. This is algorithmically too complicated to be used in real-time algorithms.
- Separate the light source into smaller light sources. This removes some of the artefacts, since each light source is treated separately, and is geometrically closer to the
point sample used to compute the silhouette. The speed of the algorithm is usually divided by the number of light sources.

- Cut the object into slices\(^45\). We then compute soft shadows separately for each slice, and combine these shadows. By slicing the object, we are removing some of the visibility problems, and we allow lower parts of the object — usually hidden by upper parts — to cast shadow. The speed of the algorithm is divided by the number of slices, and combining the shadows cast by different slices remains a difficult problem.

**Approximating the penumbra region** When real-time soft shadow algorithms approximate extended light sources using points, they are in fact computing a hard shadow, and extending it to compute a soft shadow.

There are several possible algorithms:

- extend the umbra region outwards, by computing an outer penumbra region,
- shrink the umbra region, and complete it with an inner penumbra region,
- compute both inner penumbra and outer penumbra.

The first method (outer penumbra only) will always create shadows made of an umbra and a penumbra. Objects will have an umbra, even if the light source is very large with respect to the occluders. This effect is quite noticeable, as it makes the scene appear much darker than anticipated, except for very small light sources.

On the other hand, computing the inner penumbra region can result in light leaks between neighboring objects whose shadows overlap.

**Illumination in the umbra region** An important question is the illumination in regions that are in the umbra — completely hidden from the light source. There is no light reaching these regions, so they should appear entirely black, in theory.

However, in practice, some form of ambient lighting is used to avoid completely dark regions and to simulate the fact that light eventually reaches these regions after several reflections.

Real-time shadow methods are usually combined with illumination computations, for instance using the simple OpenGL lighting model. Depending on whether the shadow method operates before or after the illumination phase, ambient lighting will be present or absent. In the latter case the shadow region appears completely dark, an effect that can be noticeable. A solution is to add the ambient shading as a subsequent pass; this extra pass slows down the algorithm, but clever re-use of the Z-buffer on recent graphics hardware make the added cost manageable\(^46\).

**Shadows from different objects** As shown in Section 2.4.1, in presence of extended light sources, the shadow of the union of several objects is larger than the union of the individual shadows. Furthermore, the boundary of the shadow caused by the combination of several polygonal objects can be a curved line\(^13\).

Since these effects are linked with the fact that the light source is extended, they can not appear in algorithms that use a single point to compute surfaces visible from the light source. All real-time soft shadow algorithms therefore suffer from this approximation.

However, while these effects are both clearly identifiable on still images, they are not as visible in animated scenes. There is currently no way to model these effects with real-time soft shadow algorithms.

### 2.4.3. Real-time

Our focus in this paper is on real-time applications, therefore we have chosen to ignore all techniques that are based on an expensive pre-process even when they allow later modifications at interactive rates\(^37\). Given the fast evolution of graphics hardware, it is difficult to draw a hard distinction between real-time and interactive methods, and we consider here that frame rates in excess of 10 fps, for a significant number of polygons, are an absolute requirement for “real-time” applications. Note that stereo viewing usually require double this performance.

For real-time applications, the display refresh rate is often the crucial limiting factor, and must be kept high enough (if not constant) through time. An important feature to be considered in shadowing algorithms is therefore their ability to guarantee a sustained level of performance. This is of course
impossible to do for arbitrary scenes, and a more important property for these algorithms is the ability to parametrically vary the level of performance (typically at the price of greater approximation), which allows an adaptation to the scene’s complexity.

2.4.4. Shadows of special objects

Most shadowing algorithms make use of an explicit representation of the object’s shapes, either to compute silhouettes of occluders, or to create images and shadow maps. Very complex and volumetric objects such as clouds, hair, grass etc. typically require special treatment.

2.4.5. Constraints on the scene

Shadowing algorithms may place particular constraints on the scene. Examples include the type of object model (techniques that compute a shadow as a texture map typically require a parametric object, if not a polygon), or the necessity/possibility to identify a subset of the scene as occluders or shadow receivers. This latter property is important in adapting the performance of the algorithm to sustain real-time.

2.5. Basic techniques for real-time shadows

In this State of the Art Review, we focus solely on real-time soft shadows algorithms. As a consequence, we will not describe other methods for producing soft shadows, such as radiosity, ray-tracing, Monte-Carlo ray-tracing or photon mapping.

We now describe the two basic techniques for computing shadows from point light sources, namely shadow mapping and the shadow volume algorithm.

2.5.1. Shadow mapping

Method The basic operation for computing shadows is identifying the parts of the scene that are hidden from the light source. Intrinsically, it is equivalent to visible surface determination, from the point-of-view of the light source.

The first method to compute shadows starts by computing a view of the scene, from the point-of-view of the light source. We store the $z$ values of this image. This $Z$-buffer is the shadow map (see Figure 8).

The shadow map is then used to render the scene (from the normal point-of-view) in a two pass rendering process:

- a standard Z-buffer technique, for hidden-surface removal.
- for each pixel of the scene, we now have the geometrical position of the object seen in this pixel. If the distance between this object and the light is greater than the distance stored in the shadow map, the object is in shadow. Otherwise, it is illuminated.

![Figure 8: Shadow map for a point light source. Left: view from the camera. Right: depth buffer computed from the light source.](image)

- The color of the objects is modulated depending on whether they are in shadow or not.

Shadow mapping is implemented in current graphics hardware. It uses an OpenGL extension for the comparison between $Z$ values, GL_ARB_SHADOW†.

Improvements The depth buffer is sampled at a limited precision. If surfaces are too close from each other, sampling problems can occur, with surfaces shadowing themselves. A possible solution is to offset the $Z$ values in the shadow map by a small bias.

If the light source has a cut-off angle that is too large, it is not possible to project the scene in a single shadow map without excessive distortion. In that case, we have to replace the light source by a combination of light sources, and use several depth maps, thus slowing down the algorithm.

Shadow mapping can result in large aliasing problems if the light source is far away from the viewer. In that case, individual pixels from the shadow map are visible, resulting in a staircase effect along the shadow boundary. Several methods have been implemented to solve this problem:

- Storing the ID of objects in the shadow map along with their depth.
- Using deep shadow maps, storing coverage information for all depths for each pixel.
- Using multi-resolution, adaptive shadow maps, computing more details in regions with shadow boundaries that are close to the eye.
- Computing the shadow map in perspective space, effectively storing more details in parts of the shadow map that are closer to the eye.

The last two methods are directly compatible with existing OpenGL extensions, and therefore require only a small amount of coding to work with modern graphics hardware.

An interesting alternative version of this algorithm is to

† This extension (or the earlier version, GL_SGIX_SHADOW, is available on Silicon Graphics Hardware above Infinite Reality 2, on NVidia graphics cards after GeForce3 and on ATI graphics cards after Radeon9500.
warp the shadow map into camera space\textsuperscript{55} rather than the usual opposite: it has the advantage that we obtain a modulation image that can be mixed with a texture, or blurred to produce antialiased shadows.

Discussion Shadow mapping has many advantages:
- it can be implemented entirely using graphics hardware;
- creating the shadow map is relatively fast, although it still depends on the number and complexity of the occluders;
- it handles self-shadowing.

It also has several drawbacks:
- it is subject to many sampling and aliasing problems;
- it cannot handle omni-directional light sources;
- at least two rendering passes are required (one from the light source and one from the viewpoint);

2.5.2. The Shadow Volume Algorithm

Another way to think about shadow generation is purely geometrical. This method was first described by Crow\textsuperscript{32}, and first implemented using graphics hardware by Heidmann\textsuperscript{23}.

Method The algorithm consists in finding the silhouette of occluders along the light direction, then extruding this silhouette along the light direction, thus forming a shadow volume. Objects that are inside the shadow volume are in shadow, and objects that are outside are illuminated.

The shadow volume is calculated in two steps:
- the first step consists in finding the silhouette of the occluder as viewed from the light source. The simplest method is to keep edges that are shared by a triangle facing the light and another in the opposite direction. This actually gives a superset of the true silhouette, but it is sufficient for the algorithm.

- then we construct the shadow volume by extruding these edges along the direction of the point light source. For each edge of the silhouette, we build the half-plane subtended by the plane defined by the edge and the light source. All these half-planes define the shadow volume, and knowing if a point is in shadow is then a matter of knowing if it is inside or outside the volume.
- for each pixel in the image rendered, we count the number of faces of the shadow volume that we are crossing between the view point and the object rendered. Front-facing faces of the shadow volume (with respect to the view point) increment the count, back-facing faces decrement the count (see Figure 9). If the total number of faces is positive, then we are inside the shadow volume, and the pixel is rendered using only ambient lighting.

The rendering pass is easily done in hardware using a stencil buffer\textsuperscript{23, 32, 15}; faces of the shadow volume are rendered in the stencil buffer with depth test enabled this way: in a first pass, front faces of the shadow volumes are rendered incrementing the stencil buffer; in a second pass, back faces are rendered, decrementing it. Pixels that are in shadow are "captured" between front and back faces of the shadow volume, and have a positive value in the stencil buffer. This way to render volumes is called \textit{zpass}.

Therefore the complete algorithm to obtain a picture using the Shadow Volume method is:
- render the scene with only ambient/emissive lighting;
- calculate and render shadow volumes in the stencil buffer;
- render the scene illuminated with stencil test enabled: only pixels which stencil value is 0 are rendered, others are not updated, keeping their ambient color.

Improvements The cost of the algorithm is directly linked to the number of edges in the shadow volume. Batagelo and Júnior\textsuperscript{7} minimize the number of volumes rendered by precalculating in software a modified BSP tree. McCool\textsuperscript{10} extracts the silhouette by first computing a shadow map, then extracting the discontinuities of the shadow map, but this method requires reading back the depth buffer from the graphics board to the CPU, which is costly. Brabec and Seidel\textsuperscript{10} report a method to compute the silhouette of the occluders using programmable graphics hardware\textsuperscript{44}, thus obtaining an almost completely hardware-based implementation of the shadow volume algorithm (he still has to read back a buffer into the CPU for parameter transfer).

Roettger \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{43} suggests an implementation that doesn’t require the stencil buffer; he draws the shadow volume in the alpha buffer, replacing increment/decrement with a multiply/divide by 2 operation.

Everitt and Kilgard\textsuperscript{15} have described a robust implementation of the shadow volume algorithm. Their method includes capping the shadow volume, setting \( w = 0 \) for extruded vertices (effectively making infinitely long quads) and setting the far plane at an infinite distance (they prove that this step...
only decreases Z-buffer precision by a few percents). Finally, they render the shadow volume using the \texttt{zfail} technique; it works by rendering the shadow volume backwards:

- we render the scene, storing the Z-buffer;
- in the first pass, we increment the stencil buffer for all back-facing faces, but only if the face is behind an existing object of the scene;
- in the second pass, we decrement the stencil buffer for all front-facing faces, but only if the face is behind an existing object;
- The stencil buffer contains the intersection of the shadow volume and the objects of the scene.

The \texttt{zfail} technique was discovered independently by Bilodeau and Songy and by Carmack.

Recent extensions to OpenGL\cite{Everitt,Herf,Bilodeau} allow the use of shadow volumes using stencil buffer in a single pass, instead of the two passes required so far. They also provide depth-clamping, a method in which polygon are not clipped at the near and far distance, but their vertices are projected onto the near and far plane. This provides in effect an infinite view pyramid, making the shadow volume algorithm more robust.

The main problem with the shadow volume algorithm is that it requires drawing large polygons, the faces of the shadow volume. The fillrate of the graphics card is often the bottleneck. Everitt and Kilgarr\cite{Everitt,Herf} list different solutions to reduce the fillrate, either using software methods or using the graphics hardware, such as scissoring, constraining the shadow volume to a particular fragment.

**Discussion** The shadow volume algorithm has many advantages:

- it works for omnidirectional light sources;
- it renders eye-view pixel precision shadows;
- it handles self-shadowing.

It also has several drawbacks:

- the computation time depends on the complexity of the occluders;
- it requires the computation of the silhouette of the occluders as a preliminary step;
- at least two rendering passes are required;
- rendering the shadow volume consumes fillrate of the graphics card.

3. Soft shadow algorithms

In this section, we review algorithms that produce soft shadows, either interactively or in real time. As in the previous section, we distinguish two types of algorithms:

- Algorithms that are based on an image-based approach, and build upon the shadow map method described in Section 2.5.1. These algorithms are described in Section 3.1.
- Algorithms that are based on an object-based approach, and build upon the shadow volume method described in Section 2.5.2. These algorithms are described in Section 3.2.

3.1. Image-Based Approaches

In this section, we present soft shadow algorithms based on shadow maps (see Section 2.5.1). There are several methods to compute soft shadows using image-based techniques:

1. Combining several shadow textures taken from point samples on the extended light source\cite{Everitt,Hansenfratz}.
2. Using layered attenuation maps\cite{Everitt}, replacing the shadow map with a Layered Depth Image, storing depth information about all objects visible from at least one point of the light source.
3. Using several shadow maps\cite{Herf,Bilodeau}, taken from point samples on the light source, and an algorithm to compute the percentage of the light source that is visible.
4. Using a standard shadow map, combined with image analysis techniques to compute soft shadows\cite{Bilodeau}.
5. Convoluting a standard shadow map with an image of the light source\cite{Herf}.

The first two methods approximate the light source as a combination of several point samples. As a consequence, the time for computing the shadow textures is multiplied by the number of samples, resulting in significantly slower rendering. On the other hand, these methods actually compute more information than other soft shadow methods, and thus compute more physically accurate shadows. Most of the artefacts listed in Section 2.4.2 will not appear with these two methods.

3.1.1. Combination of several point-based shadow images\cite{Everitt,Hansenfratz}

The simplest method\cite{Everitt,Hansenfratz} to compute soft shadows using image-based methods is to place sample points regularly on the extended light source. These sample points are used to compute binary occlusion maps, which are combined into an attenuation map, used to modulate the illumination (calculated separately).

**Method** Herf\cite{Herf} makes the following assumptions on the geometry of the scene:

- a light source of uniform color,
- subtending a small solid angle with respect to the receiver,
- and with distance from the receiver having small variance.

With these three assumptions, contributions from all sample points placed on the light source will be roughly equal.

The user identifies in advance the object casting shadows, and the objects onto which we are casting shadow. For each object receiving shadow, we are going to compute a texture containing the soft shadow.
We start by computing a binary occlusion map for each sample point on the light source. For each sample point on the light source, we render the scene into an auxiliary buffer, using 0 for the receiver, and 1 for any other polygon. These binary occlusion maps are then combined into an attenuation map, where each pixel stores the number of sample points on the light source that are occluded. This attenuation map contains a precise representation of the soft shadow (see Figures 10 and 11).

In the rendering pass, this soft shadow texture is combined with standard textures and illumination, in a standard graphics pipeline.

**Discussion**  The biggest problem for Herf’s method is rendering the attenuation maps. This requires \( N_p N_s \) rendering passes, where \( N_p \) is the number of objects receiving shadows, and \( N_s \) is the number of samples on the light source. Each pass takes a time proportional to the number of polygons in the objects casting shadows. In practice, to make this method run in real time, we have to limit the number of receivers to a single planar receiver.

To speed-up computation of the attenuation map, we can lower the number of polygons in the occluders. We can also lower the number of samples \((n)\) to increase the framerate, but this is done at the expense of image quality, as the attenuation map contains only \(n - 1\) gray levels. With fewer than 9 samples \((3 \times 3)\), the user sees several hard shadows, instead of a single soft shadow (see Figure 11).

Herf’s method is easy to parallelize, since all occlusion maps can be computed separately, and only one computer is needed to combine them. Isard et al. reports that a parallel implementation of this algorithm on a 9-node Sepia-2a parallel calculator with high-end graphics cards runs at more than 100 fps for moderately complex scenes.

### 3.1.2. Layered Attenuation Maps

The Layered Attenuation Maps method is based on a modified layered depth image. It is an extension of the previous method, where we compute a layered attenuation map for the entire scene, instead of a specific shadow map for each object receiving shadow.

**Method**  It starts like the previous method: we place sample points on the area light source, and we use these sample points to compute a modified attenuation map:

- For each sample point, we compute a view of the scene, along the direction of the normal to the light source.
- Theses images are all warped to a central reference, the center of the light source.
- For each pixel of these images:
  - In each view of the scene, we have computed the distance to the light source in the Z-buffer.
  - We can therefore identify the object that is closest to the light source.
  - This object makes the first layer of the layered attenuation map.
  - We count the number of samples seeing this object, which gives us the percentage of occlusion for this object.
  - If other objects are visible for this pixel but further away from the light they make the subsequent layers.
  - For each layer, we store the distance to the light source and the percentage of occlusion.

The computed Layered Attenuation Map contains, for all the objects that are visible from at least one sample point, the distance to the light source and the percentage of sample points seeing this object.

At rendering time, the Layered Attenuation Map is used like a standard attenuation map, with the difference that all the objects visible from the light source are stored in the map:

- First we render the scene, using standard illumination and textures. This first pass eliminates all objects invisible from the viewer.
- Then, for each pixel of the image, we find whether the corresponding point in the scene is in the Layered Attenuation Map or not. If it is, then we modulate the lighting...
value found by the percentage of occlusion stored in the map. If it isn’t, then the point is completely hidden from the light source.

Discussion The main advantage of this method, compared to the previous method, is that a single image is used to store the shadowing information for the entire scene, compared to one shadow texture for each shadowed object. Also, we do not have to identify beforehand the objects casting shadows.

The extended memory cost of the Layered Attenuation Map is reasonable: experiments by the authors show that on average, about 4 layers are used in moderately complex scenes.

As with the previous method, the speed and realism are related to the number of samples used on the light source. We are rendering the entire scene \( N \) times, which precludes real-time rendering for complex scenes.

3.1.3. Quantitative Information in the Shadow Map

Heidrich et al.\textsuperscript{24} introduced another extension of the shadow map method, where we compute not only a shadow map, but also a visibility channel (see Figure 12), which encodes the percentage of the light source that is visible. Heidrich et al.\textsuperscript{24}’s method only works for linear light sources, but it was later extended to polygonal area light sources by Ying et al.\textsuperscript{54}.

Method We start by rendering a standard shadow map for each sample point on the linear light source. The number of sample points is very low, usually they are equal to the two end vertices of the linear light source.

In each shadow map, we detect discontinuities using image analysis techniques. Discontinuities in the shadow map happen at shadow boundaries. They are separating an object casting shadow from the object receiving shadow. For each discontinuity, we form a polygon linking the frontmost object (casting shadow) to the back object (receiving shadow). These polygons are then rendered in the point of view of the other sample, using Gouraud shading, with value 0 on the closer points, and 1 on the farthest points.

This gives us a visibility channel, which actually encodes the percentage of the edge linking the two samples that is visible.

The visibility channel is then used in a shadow mapping algorithm. For each pixel in the rendered image, we first check its position in the shadow map for each sample.

- if it is in shadow for all sample points, we assume that it is in shadow, and therefore it is rendered black.
- if it is visible from all sample points, we assume that it is visible, and therefore rendered using standard OpenGL illumination model.
- if it is hidden for some sample point, and visible from another point, we use the visibility channel to modulate the light received by the pixel.

Ying et al.\textsuperscript{54} extended this algorithm to polygonal area light sources: we generate a shadow map for each vertex of the polygonal light source, and a visibility channel for each edge. We then use this information to compute the percentage of the polygonal light source that is visible from the current pixel.

For each vertex of the light source, we query the shadow map of this vertex. This gives us a boolean information, whether this vertex is occluded or not from the point of view of the object corresponding to the current pixel. If an edge
links an occluded vertex to a non-occluded one, the visibility channel for this edge gives us the percentage of the edge that is occluded (see Figure 13). Computing the visible area of the light source is then a simple 2D problem. This area can be expressed as a linear combination of the area of triangles on the light source. By precomputing the area of these triangles, we are left with a few multiplications and additions to perform at each pixel.

Discussion  The strongest point of this algorithm is that it requires a small number of sampling points. Although it can work with just the vertices of the light source used as sampling points, a low number of samples can result in artefacts in moderately complex scenes. These artefacts are avoided by adding a few more samples on the light source.

This method creates fake shadows, but nicely approximated. The shadows are exact when only one edge of the occluder is intersecting the light source, and approximate if there is more than one edge, for example at the intersection of the shadows of two different occluders, or when an occluder blocks part of the light source without blocking any vertex.

The interactivity of the algorithm depends on the time it takes to generate the visibility channels, which itself depends on the complexity of the shadow. On simples scenes (a few occluders) the authors report computation times of 2 to 3 frames per second.

The algorithm requires having a polygonal light source, and organising the samples, so that samples are linked by edges, and for each edge, we know the sample points it links.

3.1.4. Single Sample Soft Shadows

A different image-based method to generate soft shadows was introduced by Parker et al. for parallel ray-tracing and later modified to use graphics hardware by Brabec and Seidel.

This method is very similar to standard shadow mapping. It starts by computing a standard shadow map, then uses the depth information available in the depth map to extend the shadow region and create a penumbra. In this method, we distinguish between the inner penumbra (the part of the penumbra that is inside the shadow of the point sample) and the outer penumbra (the part of the umbra that is outside the shadow of the point sample, see Figure 14). Parker et al. compute only the outer penumbra; Brabec and Seidel compute both the inner and the outer penumbra; Kirsch and Doellner compute only the inner penumbra. In all cases, the penumbra computed goes from 0 to 1, to ensure continuity with areas in shadow and areas that are fully illuminated.

Method  In a first pass, we create a single standard shadow map, for a single sample — usually at the center of the light source.

During rendering, as with standard shadow mapping, we identify the position of the current pixel in the shadow map. Then:

- if the current pixel is in shadow, we identify the nearest pixel in the shadow map that is illuminated.
- if the pixel is lit, we identify the nearest pixel in the shadow map that corresponds to an object that is closer to the light source than the current pixel (see Figure 15).

In both cases, we assume that the object found is casting a shadow on the receiver, and that the point we have found is in the penumbra. We then compute an attenuation coefficient based on the relative positions of the receiver, the occluder...
and the light source:
\[ f = \frac{\text{dist}(\text{PixelOccluder}, \text{PixelReceiver})}{R S_{\text{Receiver}} |z_{\text{Receiver}} - z_{\text{Occluder}}|} \]

where \( R \) and \( S \) are user-definable parameters. The intensity of the pixel is modulated using:

- \( 0.5 \times (1 + f) \), clamped to \([0, 0.5, 1]\) if the pixel is outside the shadow,
- \( 0.5 \times (1 - f) \), clamped to \([0, 0, 0.5]\) if the pixel is inside the shadow.

For pixels that are far away from the boundary of the shadow, either deep inside the shadow or deep inside the fully lit area, \( f \) gets greater than 1, resulting in a modulation coefficient of respectively 0 or 1. On the original shadow boundary, \( f = 0 \), the two curves meet each other continuously with a modulation coefficient of 0.5. The actual width of the penumbra region depends on the ratio of the distances to the light source of the occluder and the receiver, which is perceptually correct.

The slowest phase of this algorithm is the search of neighbouring pixels in the shadow map, to find the potential occluder. In theory, an object can cast a penumbra than spans the entire scene, if it is close enough to the light source. In practice, we limit the search to a maximal distance to the current pixel of \( R_{\text{max}} = R S_{\text{Receiver}} \).

To ensure that an object is correctly identified as being in shadow or illuminated, the information from the depth map is combined with an item buffer, following Hourcade and Nicolas.

**Discussion**

The aim of this algorithm is to produce perceptually pleasing, rather than physically exact, soft shadows. The width of the penumbra region depends on the ratio of the respective distances to the light source of the occluder and the receiver. The penumbra region is larger if the occluder is far from the receiver, and smaller if the occluder is close to the receiver.

Of course, the algorithm suffers from several shortcomings. Since the shadow is only determined by a single sample shadow map, it can fail to identify the proper shadowing edge. It works better if the light source is far away from the occluder. The middle of the penumbra region is placed on the boundary of the shadow from the single sample, which is not physically correct.

The strongest point of this algorithm is its speed. Since it only needs to compute a single shadow map, it can achieve frame rates of 5 to 20 frames per second, compared with 2 to 3 frames per second for multi-samples image-based methods. The key parameter in this algorithm is \( R \), the search radius. For smaller search values of \( R \), the algorithms works faster, but can miss large penumbra. For larger values of \( R \), the algorithm can identify larger penumbra, but takes longer for each rendering.

A faster version of this algorithm, by Kirsch and Doellner, computes both the shadow map and a shadow-width map: for each point in shadow, we precompute the distance to the nearest point that is illuminated. For each pixel, we do a look-up in the shadow map and the shadow-width map. If the point is occluded, we have the depth of the current point \( z \), the depth of the occluder \( z_{\text{Occluder}} \) and the shadow width \( w \). A 2D function gives us the modulation coefficient:

\[ I(z, w) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } z = z_{\text{Occluder}} \\ 1 + c_{\text{bias}} - c_{\text{scale}} \frac{w}{z - z_{\text{Occluder}}} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

The shadow-width map is generated from a binary occlusion map, transformed into the width map by repeated applications of a smoothing filter. This repeated filtering is done using graphics hardware, during rendering. Performances depend mostly on the size of the occlusion map and on the size of the filter; for a shadow map resolution of 512 \( \times \) 512 pixels, and a large filter, they attain 20 frames per second. Performance depends linearly on the number of pixels in the occlusion map, thus doubling the size of the occlusion map divides the rendering speed by 4.

**3.1.5. Convolution technique**

As noted earlier, soft shadows are a consequence of partial visibility of an extended light source. Therefore the calculation and soft shadows is closely related to the calculation of the visible portion of the light source.

Soler and Sillion observe that the percentage of the source area visible from a receiving point can be expressed as a simple convolution for a particular configuration. When the light source, occluder, and receiver all lie in parallel planes, the soft shadow image on the receiver is obtained by convolving an image of the receiver and an image of the light source. While this observation is only mathematically valid in this very restrictive configuration, the authors describe how the same principle can be applied to more general configurations:

First, appropriate imaging geometries are found, even when the objects are non-planar and/or not parallel. More importantly, the authors also describe an error-driven algorithm in which the set of occluders is recursively subdivided according to an appropriate error estimate, and the shadows created by the subsets of occluders are combined to yield the final soft shadow image.

**Discussion**

The convolution technique’s main advantages are the visual quality of the soft shadows (not their physical fidelity), and the fact that it operates from images of the source and occluders, therefore once the images are obtained the complexity of the operations is entirely under control. Sampling is implicitly performed when creating a light source image, and the combination of samples is handled...
by the convolution operation, allowing very complex light source shapes.

The main limitation of the technique is that the soft shadow is only correct in a restricted configuration, and the proposed subdivision mechanism can only improve the quality when the occluder can be broken down into smaller parts. Therefore the case of elongated polygons in the direction of the light source remains problematic. Furthermore, the subdivision mechanism, when it is effective in terms of quality, involves a significant performance drop.

3.2. Object-Based Approaches

Several methods can be used to compute soft shadows in animated scenes using object-based methods:

1. Combining together several shadow volumes taken from point samples on the light source, in a manner similar to the method described for shadow maps in Section 3.1.1.
2. extending the shadow volume using a specific heuristic (Plateaus, Penumbra Maps, Smoothies).
3. computing a penumbra volume for each edge of the shadow silhouette.

3.2.1. Combining several hard shadows

Method The simplest way to produce soft shadows with the shadow volume algorithm is to take several samples on the light source, compute a hard shadow for each sample and average the pictures produced. It simulates an area light source, and gives us the soft shadow effect.

However, the main problem with this method, as with the equivalent method for shadow maps, is the number of samples it requires to produce a good-looking soft shadow, which precludes any real-time application. Also, it requires the use of an accumulation buffer, which is currently not supported on standard graphics hardware.

An interesting variation has been proposed by Vignaud, in which shadow volumes from a light source whose position changes with time are added in the alpha buffer, mixed with older shadow volumes, producing a soft shadow after a few frames where the viewer position does not change.

3.2.2. Soft Planar Shadows Using Plateaus

The first geometric approach to generate soft shadows has been implemented by Haines. It assumes a planar receiver, and generates an attenuation map that represents the soft shadow. The attenuation map is created by converting the edges of the occluders into volumes, and is then applied to the receiver as a modulating texture.

Method The principle of the plateaus method is to generate an attenuation map, representing the soft shadow. The attenuation map is first created using the shadow volume method, thus filling in black the parts of the map that are occluded.

Then, the edges of the silhouette of the objects are transformed into volumes (see Figure 16):

- All the vertices of the silhouette are first turned into cones, with the radius of the cone depending on the distance between the occluder vertex and the ground, thus simulating a spherical light source.
- then edges joining adjacent vertices are turned into surfaces. For continuity, the surface joining two cones is an hyperboloid, unless the two cones have the same radius (that is, if the two original vertices are at the same distance of the ground), in which case the hyperboloid degenerates to a plane.

These shadow volumes are then projected on the receiver and colored using textures: the axis of the cone is black, and the contour is white. This texture is superimposed with the shadow volume texture: Haines’ algorithm only computes the outer penumbra.

One important parameter in the algorithm is the way we color the penumbra volume; it can be done using Gouraud shading, values from the Z-buffer or using a 1D texture. The latter gives more control over the algorithm, and allows penumbra to decrease using any function, including sinusoid.

Discussion The first limitation of this method is that it is limited to shadows on planar surfaces. It also assumes a spherical light source. The size of the penumbra only depends on the distance from the receiver to the occluders, not from the distance between the light source and the occluders. Finally, it suffers from the same fillrate bottleneck as the original shadow volume algorithm.

A significant improvement is Wyman and Hansen’s Penumbra Map method: the interpolation step is done using programmable graphics hardware, generating a
penumbra map that is applied on the model, along with a shadow map. Using a shadow map to generate the umbra region removes the fill-rate bottleneck and makes the method very robust. Wyman and Hansen report framerate of 10 to 15 frames per second on scenes with more than 10,000 shadow-casting polygons.

The main limitation in both methods\textsuperscript{19, 53} is that they only compute the outer penumbra. As a consequence, objects will always have an umbra, even if the light source is very large with respect to the occluders. This effect is clearly noticeable, as it makes the scene appear much darker than anticipated, except for very small light sources.

3.2.3. Smoothies\textsuperscript{11}

Chan and Durand\textsuperscript{11} present a variation of the shadow volume method that uses only graphics hardware for shadow generation.

**Method**

We start by computing the silhouette of the object. This silhouette is then extended using "smoothies", that are planar surfaces connected to the edges of the occluder and perpendicular to the surface of the occluder.

We also compute a shadow map, which will be used for depth queries. The smoothies are then textured taking into account the distance of each silhouette vertex to the light source, and the distance between the light source and the receiver.

In the rendering step, first we compute the hard shadow using the shadow map, then the texture from the smoothies is projected onto the objects of the scene to create the penumbra.

**Discussion**

As with Haines\textsuperscript{19}, Wyman and Hansen\textsuperscript{53} and Parker\textsuperscript{41}, this algorithm only computes the outer penumbra. As a consequence, occluders will always project an umbra, even if the light source is very large with respect to the occluders. As mentioned earlier, this makes the scene appear much darker than anticipated, an effect that is clearly noticeable except for very small light sources.

The size of the penumbra depends on the ratio of the distances between the occluder and the light source, and between receiver and light source, which is perceptually correct.

Connection between adjacent edges is still a problem with this algorithm, and artefacts appear clearly except for small light sources.

The shadow region is produced using the shadow map method, which removes the problem with the fill rate bottleneck experienced with all other methods based on the shadow volume algorithm. As with the previous method\textsuperscript{53}, the strong point of this algorithm is its robustness: the authors have achieved 20 frames per second on scenes with more than 50,000 polygons.

3.2.4. Soft Shadow Volumes\textsuperscript{2, 4, 5}

Akenine-Möller and Assarsson\textsuperscript{2}, Assarsson and Akenine-Möller\textsuperscript{4} and Assarsson et al.\textsuperscript{5} have developed an algorithm to compute soft shadows that builds on the shadow volume method and uses the programmable capability of modern graphics hardware\textsuperscript{5, 20, 14} to produce real-time soft shadows.

**Method**

The algorithm starts by computing the silhouette of the object, as seen from a single sample on the light source. For each silhouette edge, we build a *silhouette wedge*, that encloses the penumbra caused by this edge (see Figure 17). The wedge can be larger than the penumbra, that is we err on the safe side.

Then, we render the shadow volume, using the standard method (described in Section 2.5.2) in a visibility buffer. After this first pass, the visibility buffer contains the hard shadow.

In a subsequent pass, this visibility buffer is updated so that it contains the soft shadow values. For each pixel covered by these triangles, we compute the percentage of the light source that is occluded, using fragment programs\textsuperscript{20}. For pixels that are covered by the wedge but in the hard shadow (as computed by the previous pass), we compute the percentage of the light source that is visible, and add this value to the visibility buffer. For pixels covered by the wedge but in the illuminated part of the scene, we compute the percentage of the light source that is occluded and subtract this value from the visibility buffer (see Figures 18 and 19).

After this second pass, the visibility buffer contains the percentage of visibility for all pixels in the picture. In a third pass, the visibility buffer is combined with the illumination computed using the standard OpenGL lighting model, giving the soft shadowed picture of the scene.
Discussion

The complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of edges in the silhouette of the object, and on the number of pixels covered by each penumbra wedge. As a consequence, the easiest optimisation of the algorithm is to compute tighter penumbra wedges.

The main advantage of this algorithm is its speed. Using programmable graphics hardware for all complex computations, and tabulating complex functions into pre-computed textures, framerates of 150 frames per second are obtained on simple scenes, 50 frames per second on moderately complex scenes (1,000 shadow-casting polygons, with a large light source), with very convincing shadows. Performance depends mostly on the number of pixels covered by the penumbra wedges, so smaller light sources will result in faster rendering.

It should be noted that although a single sample is used to compute the silhouette of the object, the soft shadow computed by this algorithm is physically exact in simple cases, since visibility is computed on the entire light source. More precisely this happens when the silhouette of the occluder remains the same for all points on the light source, e.g. for a convex object that is distant enough from the light source.

The weak point of the algorithm is that it computes the silhouette of the object using only a single sample. It would fail on scenes where the actual silhouette of the object, as seen from the area light source, is very different from the silhouette computed using the single sample. Such scenes include scenes where a large area light source is close to the object (see Figure 7), and scenes where the shadows of several objects are combined together (as in Figure 6). In those circumstances, it is possible to compute a more accurate shadow by splitting the light source into smaller light sources. The authors report that splitting large light sources into $2 \times 2$ or $3 \times 3$ smaller light sources is usually enough to remove visible artefacts. It should be noted that splitting the light source into $n$ light sources does not cut the speed of the algorithm by $n$, since the rendering time depends on the number of pixels covered by the penumbra wedges, and smaller light sources have smaller penumbra wedges.

One key to the efficiency of the algorithm is its use of fragment programs. The fragment programs take as input the projections of the extremities of the edge onto the plane of the light source, and give as output the percentage of the light source that is occluded by the edge (see Figure 18). If several edges are projecting onto the light source, their contributions are simply added (see Figure 19) — this addition is done in the framebuffer. The authors have implemented several fragment programs, for spherical light sources, for textured rectangular light sources and for non-textured rectangular light sources.

4. Classification

4.1. Controlling the time

Algorithms used in real time or interactive applications must be able to run at a tuneable framerate, in order to spend less time for rendering at places where there is a lot of computation taking place, and more time when the processor is available.

Ideally, soft shadow methods used in real-time applications should take as input the amount of time available for rendering, and return a soft shadow computed to the best of the algorithm within the prescribed time limit. Since this review focuses on hot research algorithms, this feature has not been implemented in any of the algorithms reviewed here. However, all of these algorithms are tunable in the sense that there is some sort of parameter that the user can tweak, going from soft shadows that are computed very fast, but are possibly wrong, to soft shadows that can take more time to compute but are either more visually pleasing or more physically accurate.

Several of these parameters are available to a various degree in the methods reviewed:

• The easiest form of user control is the use of a different level-of-detail for the geometry of the occluders. Simpler geometry will result in faster rendering, either with image-based methods or with object-based methods. It can be expected that the difference in the shadow will not be noticeable with animated soft shadows.
Another form of user control is to add more samples on the light source\cite{22, 25, 1}, or to subdivide large light sources into a set of smaller ones\cite{2, 4, 5, 24, 54}. It should be noted that the order of magnitude for this parameter is variable: 256 to 1024 samples are required for point-based methods\cite{22, 25, 1} to produce shadows without artefacts, while area-based methods\cite{2, 4, 5, 24, 54} just need to cut the light source into 2 × 2 or 3 × 3 smaller sources. Either way, the rendering time is usually multiplied by the number of samples or sources.

- All image-based methods are also tuneable by changing the resolution of the buffer.
- Other parameters are method-specific:
  - the single sample soft shadows\cite{9} method is tuneable by changing the search radius;
  - Convolution\cite{45} is tuneable by subdividing the occluders into several layers;
  - Plateaus\cite{19} are tuneable by changing the number of vertices used to discretize the cones and patches;
  - Smoothies\cite{11} are tuneable by changing the maximum width of the smoothies;

### 4.2. Controlling the aspect

Another important information in choosing a real-time soft shadow algorithm is the aspect of the shadow it produces. Some of the algorithms described in this review can produce a physically exact solution if we allow them a sufficient rendering time. Other methods produce a physically exact solution in simple cases, but are approximate in more complex scenes, and finally a third class of methods produce shadows that are always approximate, but are usually faster to compute.

**Physically exact (time permitting):** Methods based on point samples on the light source\cite{22, 25, 1} will produce physically exact shadows if the number of samples is sufficient. However, with current hardware, the number of samples compatible with interactive applications gives shadows that are not visually excellent (hence the poor mark these methods receive in table 1).

**Physically exact on simple scenes:** Methods that compute the percentage of the light source that is visible from the current pixel will give physically exact shadows in places where the assumptions they make on the respective geometry of the light source and the occluders are verified. For example, soft shadow volumes\cite{4, 5} give physically exact shadows for isolated convex objects, provided that the silhouette computed is correct (that the occluder is far away from the light source). Visibility channel\cite{24, 54} gives physically exact shadows for convex occluders and linear light sources\cite{24}, and for isolated edges and polygonal light sources\cite{24}. Convolution\cite{45} is physically exact for planar and parallel light source, receiver and occluder.

**Always approximate:** All methods that restrict themselves to computing only the inner- or the outer-penumbra are intrinsically always approximate. They include single-sample soft shadows using shadow-width map\cite{33}, plateaus\cite{19} and smoothies\cite{11}. The original implementation of single sample soft shadows\cite{9} computes both the inner- and the outer-penumbra, but gives them always the same width, which is not physically exact.

The second class of methods is probably the more interesting for producing nice looking pictures. While the conditions imposed seem excessively hard, it must be pointed out that they are conditions for which it is guaranteed that the shadow is exact in all the points of the scene. In most places of a standard scene, these methods will also produce physically exact shadows.
4.3. Number and shape of the light sources

The first cause for the soft shadow is the light source. Each real-time soft shadow method makes an assumption on the light sources, their shapes, their angles of emission and more importantly their number.

Field of emission: All the methods that are based on an image of the scene computed from the light source are restricted with respect to the field of emission of the light source, as a field of emission that is too large will result in distortions in the image. This restriction applies to all image-based algorithms, plus smoothies and volume-based algorithms if the silhouette is computed using discontinuities in the shadow map.

On the contrary, volume-based methods can handle omnidirectional illumination.

Shape: For extended light sources, the influence of the shape of the light source on a soft shadow is not directly perceptible. Most real-time soft shadow methods use this property by restricting themselves to simple light source shapes, such as spheres or rectangles:

- Single-sample soft shadows, plateaus, and smoothies assume a spherical light source. Soft shadow volumes also work with a spherical light source.
- Visibility channel was originally restricted to linear light sources.
- Subsequent implementation of the visibility channel works with polygonal light sources.
- Other methods place less restriction on the light source. Multi-sample methods can work with any kind of light source. Convolution and subsequent implementation of the visibility channel works with polygonal light sources.
- Convolution and soft shadow volumes work with textured rectangles, thus allowing any kind of planar light source. The texture can even be animated.

Number: All real-time soft shadow algorithms are assuming a single light source. Usually, computing the shadow from several light sources results in multiplying the rendering time by the number of light sources. However, for all the methods that work for any kind of planar light source, it is possible to simulate several co-planar light sources by placing the appropriate texture on a plane. This gives us several soft shadows in a single application of the algorithm. However, it has a cost: since the textured light source is larger, the algorithms will run more slowly.

4.4. Constraints on the scene

The other elements causing shadows are the occluders and the receivers. Most real-time soft shadows methods make some assumptions on the scene, either explicit or implicit.

Receiver: The strongest restriction is when the object receiving shadows is a plane, as with the plateau method. Multi-sample soft shadow is also restricted to a small number of receivers for interactive rendering. In that case, self-shadowing is not applicable.

Self-shadowing: The convolution method requires that the scene is cut into clusters, within which no self-shadows are computed.

Silhouette: For all the methods that require a silhouette extraction — such as object-based methods — it is implicitly assumed that we can compute a silhouette for all the objects in the scene. In practice, this usually means that the scene is made of closed triangle meshes.

4.5. New generation of GPUs

Most real-time soft shadow methods use the features of the graphics hardware that were available to the authors at the time of writing:

- Shadow-map: all image-based methods use the GL_ARB_SHADOW extension for shadow maps. This extension (or an earlier version) is available, for example, on Silicon Graphics hardware above the Infinite Reality 2, on NVIDIA graphics cards above the GeForce 3 and on ATI graphics above the Radeon9500.
- Imaging subset: along with this extension, some methods also compute convolutions on the shadow map. These convolutions can be computed in hardware if the Imaging Subset of the OpenGL specification is present. This is the case on all Silicon Graphics machines and NVIDIA cards.
- Programmable GPU: finally, the most recent real-time soft shadow methods use the programming capability introduced in recent graphics hardware. Vertex programs and fragment programs are used for single-sample soft shadows, penumbra maps, smoothies and soft shadow volumes. In practice, this restricts these algorithms to only the latest generation of graphics hardware, such as the NVIDIA GeForce FX or the ATI Radeon 9500 and above.

Many object-based algorithms suffer from the fact that they need to compute the silhouette of the occluders, a costly step that can only be done on the CPU. Wyman and Hansen report that computing the silhouette of a moderately complex occluder (5000 polygons) uses 10 ms in their implementation. If the next generation of graphics hardware would include the possibility to compute this silhouette entirely on the graphics card, object-based algorithms would greatly benefit from the speed-up.
5. Conclusions

In this State of the Art Review, we have described the issues encountered when working with soft shadows. We have presented existing algorithms that produce soft shadows in real time. Two main categories of approaches have been reviewed, based on shadow maps and shadow volumes. Each one has advantages and drawbacks, and none of them can simultaneously solve all the problems we have mentioned. This motivated a discussion and classification of these methods, hopefully allowing easier algorithm selection based on a particular application’s constraints.

We have seen that the latest algorithms benefit from the programmability of recent graphics hardware. Two main directions appear attractive to render high-quality soft shadows in real time: by programming graphics hardware, and by taking advantage simultaneously of both image-based and object-based techniques. Distributed rendering, using for instance PC clusters, is another promising avenue although little has been achieved so far. Interactive display speeds can be obtained today even on rather complex scenes. Continuing improvements of graphics technology — in performance and programmability — lets us expect that soft shadows will soon become a common standard in real-time rendering.
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